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Keyboard shortcuts User interfaces include menu bar, title bar, toolbar, ribbon and custom toolbars. For basic users, the keyboard is the primary means of operation, as the mouse, touchscreen and pen are rarely used, although they can be used as alternatives. The following are keyboard
shortcuts for the main features of AutoCAD: Menu bar and title bar: Caps Lock Arrow keys A shortcut to go to the home tab F1, F2, etc. (to open a command) Shift + F1, Shift + F2, etc. (to open the currently active dialog) Esc and Ctrl + Esc (to close a dialog) R for active tool to end editing Select
multiple, cut, copy, paste, and delete Custom toolbars: Ctrl + 1 R key (for toggling an open space between a view of the drawing and a model or library) Ctrl + 2 Home/End/Ctrl + 4 Ctrl + Shift + 4 Ctrl + 5 Ctrl + 6 Command + Alt + 5 Command + Ctrl + F Command + Alt + H Command + Ctrl +

S Command + Alt + O Move, Rotate, Scale, etc. Keyboard shortcuts are also available for many of the editing, palettes, templates, and utilities. Viewports The main viewports are the 2D drawing and 3D models. Both can be used in a single drawing. For some tasks, such as copying or pasting
parts from a model into a drawing, it is often faster to use the 2D viewport. For 3D views, the stereoscopic viewers can be useful when viewing 3D models. Drawing: C Customize toolbars Z Zoom in/out Ctrl + Arrow keys Rotate tool R Move tool Ctrl + Arrow keys Zoom in/out S Scale tool Ctrl +

Arrow keys Resize tool Ctrl + Shift + Arrow keys Move/Rotate tool 4 Convert tool Drawing options Select tool Move tool Delete tool Text options Edit tool Model options Dimension tool
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Formats DXF (as a format) and DWG (as a format) are used interchangeably. The former is a file format containing 2-dimensional coordinate values and is mostly used for computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) software. The latter format contains 2-dimensional
and 3-dimensional information and is used for 3D CAD and 3D CAM software. Since AutoCAD Serial Key R2013, the DWG format has been deprecated and replaced with a standardized, XML-based exchange format called.dwg. A translation utility can convert.dwg to.dxf if needed. AutoCAD's native

DWG and DXF formats are based on the older extensible markup language (XML) schema. Because of the widespread adoption of XML, CAD and CAM software can use the.dwg XML schema instead. AutoCAD supports a wide variety of CAD formats, including: Architecture CAD Software - 3D
Architectural CAD modeling. This includes architectural design such as floor plans, elevations, sections, and details. BIM (Building Information Modeling) - 3D Building Information Modeling. This includes 3D models of buildings and interiors. It can also include construction information such as
building budgets and schedules. Building Construction Management - 3D Building Construction Management. This includes a building design stage, construction stage, and maintenance stage. Civil CAD Software - 3D Civil CAD modeling. This includes architectural design such as floor plans,
elevations, sections, and details. Contour Line Drawing - 2D Contour Line Drawing. This includes graphic map, and map contours. It also includes title blocks. Design Software - 3D Design Software. This includes technical documentation such as user manuals. Engineering CAD Software - 3D

Engineering CAD modeling. This includes mechanical and electrical design. Landscape CAD Software - 3D Landscape CAD modeling. This includes architectural design such as floor plans, elevations, sections, and details. Network CAD Software - 3D Network CAD modeling. This includes software
for designing physical and logical networks. 3D Graphic Modeling - 3D 3D Graphic Modeling. This includes both 2D 2D Graphic Modeling such as AutoCAD drafting software. Structural CAD Software - 3D Structural CAD modeling. This includes structural engineering of buildings. Utility Engineering

CAD Software - 3D Utility CAD modeling. This includes mechanical and electrical design. ca3bfb1094
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What's New in the AutoCAD?

Importing files into AutoCAD is more convenient than ever before with enhancements to the new import options. Import files as a drawing, individual objects, layers or just single sheets. You can even import from another model or CAD system (video: 1:33 min.) With Markup Assist, you can
display existing comments in a diagram and annotate each feature, right from a drawing. Just click a feature to see its annotated name, coordinates and comments (video: 1:25 min.) Markup Assist is an all-new feature in AutoCAD 2020. Annotations display and react in real-time as you draw,
enabling you to quickly draw your drawing or leave comments like "compare with..." (video: 1:23 min.) Measurement Units: AutoCAD now uses the metric and imperial system of measurement with metric units used for drawing, dimensions, and blocks. Dynamic Region Intersect: You can now
create, delete, or modify region intersections in real time. (video: 1:50 min.) AutoCAD now automatically recalculates intersections and shows changes to the canvas or properties window as they happen. Hidden Block: One of the most requested features in AutoCAD is now here with the new
Hidden Block feature. (video: 1:46 min.) Active Block Text: AutoCAD's Active Block Text feature lets you dynamically display text on a block. Use block text to inform others about the construction of your drawing, label objects, display a message in a building's structure, and more. (video: 1:45
min.) Visual Styles: You can now manage your own set of visual styles for creating, editing, and drawing with clarity and consistency. New View modes: Four new view modes for Drafting, BIM, Lighting, and Planning provide a cleaner way of looking at your data. Drafting view: The new Drafting
view lets you do your design quickly using a tiled background with a grid. BIM view: The BIM view provides an easy-to-understand 3D model of the building as it would look in the real world. Lighting view: The lighting view brings your 3D model into focus and lets you see the view from any
position. Plan view: The Plan view lets you zoom in on the plans to get a closer look at
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System Requirements For AutoCAD:

Memory: 128 MB system memory is required to run this game. Graphics: Graphics card must support Shader Model 3.0 or higher. 1024x768 or higher resolution monitors recommended. Storage: 400 MB available hard-disk space required to install this game. Recommended Additional Notes: PC
System Requirements Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 Minimum Specification Windows 7 SP1 Processor: Core 2 Duo Memory: 3 GB
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